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~ TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

# CH ATTANOOGA. TENNESSEE 37401
.

400 Chestnut Street Tower II

March 5, 1980

Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Attention: Mr. L. S. Rubenstein, Acting Chief

Light Water Reactors Branch No. 4
Division of Project Management

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Dear Mr. Rubenstein:

In the Matter of the Application of ) Docket Nos. 50-327
Tennessee Valley Authority ) 50-328 ,

.

On February 5, 1980, there was a telephone conference call between
the NRC and TVA to discuss NRC concerns with respect to the pile
design for the Sequoyah Nuclear Plant Waste Packaging and Condensate

,

Demineralizer Waste Evaporator Building. TVA provided information
about the determination of lateral spring constants and pile top-base
.s al b' interaction. This letter documents this telephone call and pro-

,

vides the enclosed written responses to the NRC concerns.

Very truly yours,.

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

a

L. M. Mills, Mankger
Nuclear Regulation and Safety

Enclosure
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An Equal Ocportunity Ernployer
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Question 1

What is the compressive stress on the concrete at the 6-inch embedment
of the pile into the foundation for the lateral loading condition? How*

was it calculated?

Response

Theapproximatecompresgivestressintheconcreteatthe6-inchpile
embedment is 3000 lb/in , computed using the entire 6-inch embedment as
a bearing surface in an ultimate strength-type stress distribution.
Since this is a situation of flexural bearing, the allowable compression

-

is 85 percent of the specified compressive strength. The compressive
strength ig 5000 lb/in and, therefore, the allowable compression is
4250 lb/in

The computer induced moment in the. pile embedment due to lateral movement
is approximately 650 kip-in, based on a method in Naval Engineering
Command Publications Transmittal Design Manual - Soil Mechanics Foundations,
and Earth Structures, No. DM-7, Section,5.0, page 7-13-14, Case II.

'

Question 2,

How are the piles anchored against the maximum earthquake tensile loadings?
What are the tensile loadings?

Response -

Hooked dowel' bars attached to 'the piles, plus the 6-inch pile embedment
into the concrete provide an ultimate anchorage capacity of approximately .

170 kips for the piles to be located witr maximum tension.

Pile tension for the OEB condition is negligible. ' !
:

'Maximum pile tension, SSE condition, for the WPA is 109 kips.

Maximum pile unsion, SSE condition, for the CDWEB is 190 kips, which
is a case of a slight overstress of approximately 12 percent. This
is acceptable, however, in view of the extremity of the loading condition
and the extreme conservatism with which the 190 kips load was computed.
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Ouestion 3 ,

Describe how the lateral spring constants are calculated and give
'

an example.
.

Response

The lateral spring constants are found from " Design of Laterally Loaded
Piles," by Bengt B. Broms, ASCE Soil Mechanics and Foundation, May 1965
(Page20).

3
B = .4 |KD where K = 75 lb/in

I D = 12 in
2E = 29,000,000 lb/in

4I=556in(E-W)

B = 1.08 X 10-2 n,

'i

BL = (1.08 X 10-2 Tn)(30")(12 in/f);= 3.90 > 2.25
, ,

.

. . long pile
*

.

The spring constant is then

h = Stiffness = [ assuming fully restrained at top.
o

3 4

in E-W h = (75 lb/in )(12 in) = 8.3 X 10 lb/in
1.08 X 10-2o Tn -

k jp j,g= 998 jf

For unrestrained pile top:

jr = h or 1/2 of fully restrained.
O
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